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Abstract: 

A shock absorber in present scenario (or damper) is a mechanical device constructed to remove out unintended shock vibrations and 

disperse kinetic energy. This is similar to resistor in an electric circuit. Shock absorbers should collect or disperse energy. Magnetic 

shock absorber is modern equipment that can be substantially used to overcome massive unsettling load in vehicles. Magnetic shock 

absorber is equipped with electro-magnets/ permanent magnets of same polarity generate repulsive force which is used to absorb high 

frequency shock load. Two magnets are placed in upper and lower half of the magnetic shock absorber. The reciprocating rod is 

equipped with another magnet. This magnet will reciprocate up and down longitudinally. The magnets are placed such that same poles 

confront one another. Thus, bringing the repulsive forces into action to absorb the shock. When the vehicle encounters the shock, 

reciprocating rod moves up and down with the restricted area of the cylinder accompanied by the magnet. The poles of same polarity 

of the stationary and moving magnets create a repulsive force. This anti- attracting force absorbs the massive unsettling load and 

magnetic shock absorber will work as a damping device for the automobile.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A shock absorber is a common lingo (damper in mechanical and 

industrial use) is a device invented to smooth out or reduce 

sudden unsettling force and disperse kinetic energy. It is similar 

to a resistor in an electrical circuit. Shock absorber should 

absorb or disperse energy. They are a vital component of 

automobile and vehicle suspensions’, critical machinery.  Bigger 

Shock absorbers have been introduced in the field of 

engineering. Shock absorbers are designed to absorb shock and 

perfect retardation in vehicles. The application range vary from 

small scale to tremendous industrial and technical uses. Design 

consideration for shock absorber includes the width of the 

cylinder , diameter of the rod and material of the body. Various 

constraints for shock absorber may be locking and valve. 

 
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

In the era of industrial revolution, man has always considered 

comfort as his first priority. This priority may vary from small 

neat full things to highly expensive automobiles. So, in order to 

provide him, his comfort and hence developing a technique to 

conserve energy during smooth drives to extreme off road 

drives. Thus, the need of the hour is to provide a comforting ride 

which ultimately led us to a splendid experimentation in the 

form of electromagnetic shock absorber. The design 

consideration involves two magnets are placed in upper and 

lower half of the magnetic shock absorber. The reciprocating rod 

is equipped with another magnet. This magnet will reciprocate 

up and down longitudinally. The magnets are placed such that 

same poles confront one another. Thus, bringing repulsive force 

to absorb the shock. When the vehicle encounters the shock, the 

reciprocating rod moves up and down within the restricted area 

of the cylinder accompanied by magnet. The pole of same 

polarity of the stationary and moving magnet creates steady 

repulsive force. This anti-attracting force absorbs the massive 

unsettling load and magnetic shock absorbers will work as a 

damping device for the automobile. 

 
 

III. WORKING OF PROPOSED ELECTROMAGNETIC 

SHOCK ABSORBER 

 

Whenever a magnet of desired magnetic field intensity is kept in 

a strong magnetic field produced by the electromagnet, then due 
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to the strong magnetic field produced by the electromagnet the 

residual magnet tends to approach towards the area acquired by 

the field even after being displaced manually in the opposite 

direction.  The main aim for the fabrication and modification of 

shock absorber into a better version, electromagnetic shock 

absorber is to reduce the complexity of the basic proposed 

design and to make the ride more convenient and comfortable as 

per the need of the hour. The newly proposed setup consists of 

various newly added features. These include a set of two 

electromagnets formed by helically wounding desired portion of 

copper wire onto a current carrying conductor, a set of two 

permanent magnets with variable magnetic field intensity, the 

setup also includes two movable push rods which acts as similar 

as a piston rod, a DC supply source, a steel wire spring and a few 

geometries of Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pipes. As per the 

proposed concept, whenever the movable push rod is pushed 

inside of the electromagnet, this rod pushes the magnet outwards 

but due to the strong magnetic field produced by the 

electromagnets the permanent magnets tends to approach 

towards the electromagnet, thus, creating a proper damping 

effect whenever the vehicle is subjected to unsettling load or a 

shock. 

 

 
 

IV. FABRICATION 

 

Mechanical components 

i. Support Mounting 

ii. Magnet 

iii. Coil Spring 

iv. Cylinder and piston 

 

Electrical Components 

i. Battery 

ii. Electromagnet 

iii. Invertor circuit 

 

V. DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

 

The design consideration for shock absorber includes 

manufacturability, cost, durability, heat dissipation, assembly 

and disassembly process and sealing. 

 

Manufacturability- in order to design a new and feasible 

damping device, the structure should be such so that it can be 

machined. 

 

Cost–the combined price of the absorber can be decreased if 

proper consideration is taken to judge the component design. 

However a proper estimate or analysis can be only done when 

the final design is complete. 

Durability- Shock absorber must be durable enough to 

withstand the massive unsettling load as it is the basic primary 

linkage between the suspension and chassis. 

 

Assembly and dis-assembly- many micro components 

constitutes the shock absorber. However inorder to assemble or 

dis-assemble a shock absorber, few considerations are given. 

 

Sealing- suitable sealing is applied to damper which is under 

internal pressure. 

 

VI. CALCULATIONS 
 

 Magnetic Field due to Solenoid 

        B= µ.n. I             

        Where, 

         µ = K.µ0        and     n=N/L 

         µ0 = 4π. 10
-7 

T/amp.m 

         K = Relative Permeability =      200(for iron) 

         N = 1150 

          L = 10 cm = 0.1 m 

            n = N/L = 1150/0.1 =11500 turns/m 

I = 4 A (for D.C. Current) 

Therefore,  

            B =   4π x. 10
-7

x 200 x 11500 x 4 

 
 

 Force Developed due to Solenoid 

F   =   B. I. L 

Where, 

B = magnetic field intensity 

I = current flowing through the conductor 

L = length of the conductor 

F = B.  I.   L   

F = 11.55 x 4 x 0.1 

F =   4.62 N 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed model presents us with an alternative to 

comfortable drive. Thus, the model can be used for of/on 

road driving. The shocker is provided with a pair of 

electromagnets responsible for absorbing the bumps and 

shocks. It finds its application in various automobiles (heavy 

and light). The model can take up heavy unsettling loads and 

is meant to provide driver comfort. The overall production 

cost is kept low and can be used extensively. Feasible 

manufacturing is the key feature of this model, thus 

enhancing its durability and lowering its maintenance cost.  

 

VIII. SCOPE AND FUTURE ASPECTS 

 

The main aim of this project and its design and fabrication is 

done to provide rider a comfortable and safe ride by absorbing 

heavy shocks and smooth retardation in automobiles.  

 

 On varying the number of turns in a solenoid may vary 

its magnetic field intensity. 
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 We can use neodymium permanent magnets to attain 

better efficiency of the shock absorber. 

 PVC pipe can be replaced with carbon fiber body pipe 

to make it light weighted and more durable. 

 Installation of vibrational or infrared sensors could be a 

suitable addition in future. 

Thus keeping in mind the road terrain of all places an 

automobile is thus designed to perform and excel. Therefore, a 

proper suspension will definitely assist in maintaining proper 

stability at any state.  
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